Indian Institute of Technology - Knowledge Sharing in Publishing Call for Submissions 2022
The Indian Institute’s of Technology Knowledge Sharing in Publishing (IIT
KSHIP, https://iitikship.iiti.ac.in/) is an Open Access publisher of peer
reviewed open access books, journals and other forms of academic publishing.
We are part of Ubiquity Press’s (http://www.ubiquitypress.com/) partner
network of university open access publishing.
The mission of KSHIP is two fold:
1. To solicit and publish original research monographs in Humanities, Social
Sciences, Sciences and Engineering, and
2. To host peer reviewed journals from academic societies primarily in India.
KSHIP maintains rigorous international peer review standards with an
Advisory and Review Board that meets the highest standards of academic
research. KSHIP primarily publishes academic and scholarly journals and
monographs in English; however, one of the strategic goals of KSHIP is to
initiate and sustain a multilingual scholarly publishing platform.
To attain that goal we have a two-pronged strategy:
1. To solicit translations of research publications and
2. To solicit and publish original monographs in Indian languages. As IIT Indore
is based in Madhya Pradesh, we will begin with Hindi but will add other
languages, as we expand and add experts from different languages on our
team.
For more details, visit our website https://iitikship.iiti.ac.in/ .

Books (edited volumes and monographs)
KSHIP considers edited book/monograph proposals in areas of Humanities
and Social Sciences across various disciplines with special focus on the
following research areas:
• Digital Humanities
• Artificial Intelligence
• Algorithm studies (especially the humanistic aspects of it)
• Globalization and Urban Studies
• Gender studies
• Dalit scholarship
• Translation Studies
• Postcolonial Studies
• Environmental Humanities and other allied areas.
We accept manuscripts in English, however, KSHIP is committed to being a
multilingual scholarly publishing press and therefore welcomes translations

and original scholarship in languages other than English. Currently, we
consider manuscripts in Hindi (and will add other Indian languages soon).
We are particularly interested in translations of scholarly works in the fields of
Science and Engineering and would welcome proposals in the area.

Journals
KSHIP will also host peer reviewed academic journals (that will involve a
nominal cost of hosting and publishing costs). All of our publications will be
peer reviewed by an international team of experts. The decisions of the
editorial board with regard to manuscript acceptance will be final and
binding.

Proposals

If you would like KSHIP to consider your proposal for a book or journal please
download our proposal submission form from our website and send it
to kship@iiti.ac.in.
Alternatively, visit our website https://iitikship.iiti.ac.in/ and use the "Publish
with us" button at the top right to be redirected to our Book Management
System. Register as author and submit your proposal online.
Proposals are reviewed by the editorial team at KSHIP to ensure that they
fulfil the requirements, interests and mandate of the publishing team.
Proposals that meet the criteria of scholarly publishing of the KSHIP editorial
team will then be sent to at least two external expert reviewers for feedback
and comment. The proposals will be reviewed for originality of content,
innovativeness, relevance to the field (to be determined by external experts)
and the intended target audience.
For further details on this Call, contact our Project Leader, Nirmala Menon, at
nimmenon@gmail.com
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